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Construc tion and ope ration or a high·pressure single·c rys lal x·ray d iffract ion precess ion camera 
is described . The inslrument appears app li cable to single crystal s tudi es 10 pressures as high as al 
least 30 kilobars a nd te mperatures or a t leas l 250 °C. Application or Ih e instrume nl is illustrated by 
single crystal s tudi es or ice VI and ice VII. Unit cell parame ters are given ror these Iwo rorms or ice. 
Further modifications a nd app lications are di scussed. 
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1. Introduction 

X-ray diffraction of materials under high pressures 
presents obvious experimental problems arising from 
the necessity of using a vessel whic h is tran sparent 
to x rays, but sufficie ntly s trong to contain the pres
sures desired. Jacobs [1]I fabricated a steel vessel 

, equipped with beryllium windows and used helium as 
the pressure medium in hi s pioneering studies, but 
little additional progress was made until Lawson [2] 
conceived and used the diamond pressure vessel. 
Imposing progress has been achieved in recent years, 

i and the problem of x-ray diffraction appears to be 
solved in principle up to pressures as high as several 
hundred kilobars with accompanying temperatures as 
high as 1000 °C [3, 4, 5 ]. In practi ce, however, the 
diffraction data are limited in diffraction angle and 
further to those re fl ections sufficiently strong to over
ride the unavoidable background ari s ing from scatter
ing by the press ure cell itself. All significant work, to 
date, involves powder x-ray diffraction and, in view of 
the present limitations of the methods, there is little 
promise that unequivocal structures of any high pres-

"7 sure phases, except those of the utmost simplicity, 
can result from such methods. 

Some high-press ure polymorphs can be stabilized 
, at 1 bar by que nc hing to low te mperatures while s till 

under pressure . Both powder and s ingle-c rys tal x-ray 
diffraction studies [6- 12] have been made on several 
such materials in the metas table state . As it appears 
that only a limited number of presently known high 
pressure polymorphs are quenchable, there is a need 
for producing and studying single crys tals of high 
pressure phases in their ranges of s tability by means 
of x rays. This paper is a preliminary report of tech
niques developed for s ingle-c rys tal x-ray diffraction 
at high press ures. 

r 
1 It a li cized figures in brackets indicate the literat ure references at the end of this paper. 

2. Apparatus and Experimental Method 

2 .1. Apparatus 

The instrument used for single crystal s tudies is 
the diamond-anvil high-press ure cell developed at 
NBS. This cell has been used here and in other 
laboratories for spectroscopy, microscopy, and pow
der diffrac tion studies [1 3, 14, 15]. A technique for 
mounting a me tal gasket between the diamond anvil 
faces was developed by Van Valkenburg [16] which 
permits the application of pressure to liquids. Using 
this technique it is possible to grow single crys tal s 
from liquids under press ure or to subject a single 
crystal immersed in the liquid to purely hydrostati c 
press ure. The modifications of the cell and the ordi
nary precession camera to pe rmit hi gh-press ure single 
crystal s tudies are as follows: 

The original cell designed for s pectroscopy [13] 
has been improved and is shown in fi gure 1. The 
instrument has opposed dia mond anvil s, A, to ge n
erate pressure. The anvils are fabri cated from 
gem quality diamonds by grinding small flat surfaces 
approximately 0.6 mm and 1.2 mm in diame ter parallel 
to the table faces. The diamonds are seated on their 
table faces in recesses in me tal plates, B, that are 
held to cylinders, C , by means of two screws 180° 
apart. Two other screws at an angle of 90° to the 
holding screws permit alinement of the diamond 
anvil surfaces . The cylinders fit snugly into bear
ing, D, whic h has a shoulder at one e nd to support 
the thrus t applied to the cylinder. The thrust which 
forces the anvils toge ther is supplied by plate , E , by 
means of spring, F, acting through top plate , G, and 
lever arms, H. The diamond support plates , B, have 
always been made of stainless steel, but , for reasons 
to be discussed later , have been replaced by high 
purity beryllium plates. In both cases, a central 
hole is drilled in eac h plate to permit microscopic 
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FIGURE 1. Construction details of diamond cell (not to scale). 

observation of the specimen. To permit the entry 
or exit of x rays at higher angles, it was necessary to 
machine the stainless steel plates out at an angle 
of about 45°. Beryllium metal is relatively trans
parent to the x rays used here, and angular relief is 
not required. Due to spatial limitations the usual 
knurled knob on the screw, was replaced with a disk, 
I, which could be turned by means of a removable 
crank. Elevated temperatures were obtained by 
means of a small furnace, J _ The furnace was made 
by winding Nichrome wire on a ceramic sleeve which 
fit snugly over the outside of D and inside the block, 
K. Temperature was recorded and controlled by 
means of a thermocouple inserted through a small 
hole in one of the cylinders, C, and plate, B, so as to be 
in direct contact with the metal gasket placed between 
the diamonds. An automatic recording-controlling 
unit was used to monitor temperatures. 

It was necessary to modify the commercial preces
sion camera to sustain the weight of the diamond cell. 
The existing crystal bearing assembly was eliminated 
by removing the mounting pillar and replaced by a 
sturdier unit constructed of aluminum to minimize 
its weight. An aluminum alloy shaft 1 in. in diameter 
was coupled to the film precession shaft as in the 
original camera. A large graduated flange was fitted 
over the end of the shaft and locked in place by means 
of set screws. This flange replaced the original "dial." 
A modified goniometer head was fastened to the other 
end of the flange. This provided only a single arc cor
rection in an approximate horizontal plane. The two 
sections of this arc were also locked together with 
set screws. The customary vertical arc could not be 
accommodated in the available space and was elimi
nated. A stout horizontal bar clamped to the arc 
correcting unit was used to mount the diamond cell. 
This bar could be moved on a track with positioning 
screws to permit adjustment in the direction parallel 
to the x-ray beam. Vertical motion of the cell was 

achieved by means of a plate fastened to the diamond 
cell with slotted screw holes and sliding on a vertical ' 
track. The cell was clamped to the horizontal bar by 
screws into this plate. The screw holes through the 
horizontal bar were also slotted to permit the cell to 
slide on a track on the bar. This assembly permitted 
translation along three mutually perpendicular axes, I 

and rotation about two mutually perpendicular axes. 
Because of interference between the cell and the x-ray 
tube or the collimator support, and limitations imposed 
by the metal of the cell cutting off the x-ray beam, 
maximum angular corrections of the order of ± 15° 
were permitted. 

On assembly it was necessary to aline the new pre
cession axis and the diamond cell to this precession 
axis. Most of the operations required are obvious 
and only the operations required to locate the speci
men on the precession axis will be described. It 
was found that vertical and lateral adjustments were 
most easily initiated by visual alinement of the gasket 
hole with the collimator with Jl = O. The gasket hole 
can be observed through the diamond. Refinements 
in these adjustments were made by maximizing the 
intensity in the spot produced by the x rays on a 
fluorescent screen placed behind the diamond cell. ' 
The intensity was first maximized at Jl = 0 and final 
adjustments were made at higher values of Jl. The 
adjustment of the cell in the direction parallel to the 
x-ray beam was achieved by eliminating doubling of 
diffracted spots. 

In use, it was expedient to remove the cell frequently J 

for microscopic observation, and it was found to be .. 
essential to provide a means of ensuring that the cell 
was replaced in the same position to eliminate the 
need for realinement. This was achieved by means 
of the track on the horizontal bar which fixed the 
vertical and one lateral position and by means of 
metal stops on the bar which fixed the other lateral 
position. With these guides the cell could be removed I 
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fiGURE 2. Assembled single crystal precession unit. 

) and replaced in a few seconds with no alinement ad
justments required. The mounted cell is shown in 

I figure 2. 
For the diamond cell and camera used here it was 

found that with dial and arc readings near zero, the 
maximum useful value of jl was about 20° with steel 
plates and 30° with beryllium plates. As the dial 
and arc values increased the maximum useful jl value 
decreased. With the beryllium plates , however , val
ues of 20° were easily obtained at the maximum arc 
and dial se ttings available. 

2.2. Sample Preparation 

The initial step in sample preparation involves fab
ricating the metal gasket. A thin sheet of metal 
(0.010 in. X 0.25 in . X 0.25 in .) is subjected to an initial 

I compression between the diamond anvils to produce a 
well-defined indentation of the smaller of the two dia
mond surfaces. The pressure required for this 
operation must be adjusted to the properties of the 

I gasket material and may vary from 5 kbar-60 kbar 
for different metals. Under a low power microscope 
a small punch mark is made in the center of the in

I dentation and a small hole (No. 80 drill) is drilled 
through the gasket using the punch mark for centering. 

r For pressure work above about 15 kbar it is essential 
that this hole be centered in the indentation to mini
mize the failure of the gasket; at lower pressures the 
centering require ment is less stringent. The burrs 
formed in drilling are re moved with a small jeweller's 
file and the gasket is placed over the small diamond 
using the indentation as a guide. In this operation the 
cylinder containing the small diamond should be in 
position in the diamond cell with the diamond anvil 
face uppermost. If a liquid is to be studied a small 
drop of liquid is placed on top of the gasket in contact 

1 with the hole, the cylinder with the larger diamond 

inserted and the cell carefully assembled to avoid 
displacing the gasket. If a solid is to be studi ed, the 
selec ted si ngle crys tal may be placed in the hole and 
oriented on the diamond surface with a small needle 
before the hydraulic liquid is applied or the liquid 
may be applied firs t and the crystal inserted through 
the liquid. In either case difficulties are to be ex
pected in maintaining proper alinement of the crystal 
during the assembly of the cell and the initial applica
tion of press ure. One technique used here involves 
ce menting the gasket and the crystal in position by 
means of thin Canada balsam before assembly. How
ever, cements are considered to be undesirable be 
cause they interfere with microscopic observations 
and may prove to be a source of press ure gradients. 

Liquids whic h have bee n used successfully are 
water , glycerine, methanol, and Va rsol. Both water 
and Varsol crys tallize at moderate pressures, but 
glycerine and me thanol or glycerine- wate r mixtures 
apparently do not crystallize to about 30 kbar. Glyc
erine proves to be sufficiently vi sco us to prevent ap
preciable motion of a crystal during the assembly 
process . Of these liquids , wate r, glycerin e, and meth
anol are relatively incompressible, a matter of some 
importance because the crystal is crushed if it comes 
in contact with both diamond a nvil surfaces s imul
taneously. 

Some iron and nickel alloys serve to make sati s
factory gaskets provided pressures above about 15 
to 20 kbar are not required. Brass and aluminum 
alloys are not useful to these pressures but might 
prove useful at lower pressures. Above about 20 
kbar proble ms involving gas ke t blowout are ex
peri enced, pres umably because the stre ngth of the 
metal and the diamond-me tal fri c tion is exceeded 
by the press ure exe rted by the liquid. Two solutions 
are indicated, one to increase the strength of the metal 
gasket, the other to increase the surface area of the 
diamonds. Both techniques appear to be effective. 
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When molybdenum metal gaske ts were used no 
blowouts were experienced . Molybdenum appears 
to be more difficult to handle mechanically but is 
very ductile under pressure (see Bridgman [17]). 
When th e diameter of the smaller diamond was in
creased from 0.6 mm to 0_8 mm no blowouts were 
expe ri e nced using a nickel alloy gasket. The opti
mum gasket thickness for the diamonds used here 
appears to be about O.OlO in. Thic ker gas kets have 
been used but do not perform sati sfactorily, pre
sumably because of the nonuniform shape of the 
smaller diamond. This diamond penetrates the 
gasket and appears to produce nonuniform stresses 
in the me tal res ulting in di stortion and frequent blow
out of the gaske t hole. Gaskets 0.005 in. in thickness 
perform sati sfac torily but provide a smaller available 
volume. 

lnitally, experiments were conducted using Mo Ka 
radiation. Under these conditions orientation photo
graphs were obtained in 1f4-hr with ordinary x-ray 
film. With this radiation, however , it was found that 
cone axis, and upper level photographs were not 
sati sfac tory because the diffrac ted beams at higher 
angles were blocked by the cylinders or the instrument 
itself. A marked improvement in quantity of data 
obtained has res ulted from using Ag Ka radiation 
which has a shorter wavelength (0.5609 A versus 
0.7107 A). With Ag radiation useful cone axis and 
upper level photographs as high as the second level 
have been obtained with Fd* = 4. Using Ag radiation , 
however , some sacrifi ce in exposure time is required. 
By using fast film (suc h as Kodak No Screen or DuPont 
Cronex III) in conjunction with fluorescent screens 
(Cronex CB 2, Ilford, or Radelin TF)2 placed behind 
the film , orientation photographs can be made in 1f4-hr. 
Exposures are increased to at least 1 hr without the 
fluorescent screen. 

It should be noted that the problem of collimation is 
simplified by use" of a me tal gasket that is opaque to 
the x rays . The hole in the gasket functions as a 
second pinhole and the exte rnal collimator need only 
contain a si ngle pinhole_ Use of the gasket as part of 
the collimating sys tem produces diffraction rings from 
the metal in the resulting pattern. These rings have 
not caused any diffic ulties in interpre ting the film s. 
Extensive collimation of the beam before it is incident 
on the specimen and centering of the beam in the 
gaske t hole can be used to eliminate diffrac tion rings 
from the metal. However , thi s technique results in 
a marked increase in expos ure time which does not 
appear to be justified by the results. 

3_ Results 

Initial studies using this instrument were made 
on materials which were crystalline solids at 1 bar and 
had known transitions a t elevated pressures. The 
experimental technique used was to orient a crys tal-

2 Certa in co mme rc ia l ma terials and equipm ent a re ide ntified in this pape r in o rde r to 
ade(lu ale iy s pecify the expe rime nta l procedu re . In no case does suc h identifi catio.1l ~mply 
recommendat ion or endo rse me nt by the National Bureau of Standards, nur does II Impl y 
that the ma ter ia l or equ ipme nt ide ntified is necessarily the bes t a vail a ble for the purpose. 

lographic plane of the low pressure form using the 
precession camera. The pressure cell was then 
removed from the camera and mounted on a polarizing , 
microscope . The pressure was increased slowly 
until the transition was observed by noting an abrupt 
change in birefringence or dimensions or a fracturing 
of the crys tal. If the crystal re mained intact in the 
high pressure fo rm , the cell was returned to the cam
era for precession photographs. Under the condi
tions used to date, only one material of those studied 
appears to remain in single crystal form through the 
transition. The transition CaC03 (calcite) ---c>CaC03 II , 
[18] occurs with a marked change in birefringence 
and the crystal frequently remains intact. The transi- ' 
tion CaC03II -CaCO:1III always results in a poly
crystalline specimen. Transitions in KN03 [19] and 
the alkali halides [20] invariably produced poly- , 
crystalline products and no transition could be de
tected in KI04 [21]. 

In only one experiment with calcite was it possible 
to obtain a photograph of a de nsely populated plane 
of the CaC03II form. Zero level and cone axis photo
graphs could be iIite rrl,re ted on the basis of a cell wit~ 
dimensions a=4.97 A, b=7.72 A, and c=13_25 A 
with the a and b axes orthogonal. No information on 
any other angles or on upper levels could be obtained. 
Characteristic absences h + k = 2n + 1 were observed 
on the zero level photograph. Davis [22] has reported 
powder diffraction data on CaC03II1 and noted. that 
CaC03II gave diffrac tion data similar to ordmary 
calcite except that the 113 reflection was mi ssing in 
CaC03II. With the parameters found here and 
assuming an orthorhombic cell, it is possible to in.dex 
almost all the lin es re ported for CaC0 31 (calcIte), 
CaC03II and CaC 0 3 III within the probable errors 
of the d ~ta. Further study is necessary before thi s 
situation can be cleared up. However, calcite 
crys tals present problems in orientation because of 
their cleavage characteristics and it was decided to 
defer further studies until an improved instrument 
becomes available_ 

From the limited studies conducted here on solid
solid transitions at room te mperature in single crys tals, 
it appears that rentention of the single crystal form 
throucrh a high pressure transi tion will not occur as 
frequ:ntly as originally anticipated. Other techniques 
for production of high pressure polymorphs in single 
crystal form are available, such as crystallization from 
solution or from a melt under conditions of stability 
of the desired polymorph. Both techniques are pos
sible with the present instrume nt which has an upper 
te mperature limit of operation above 250°C. Neither 
method has been attempted because of the great ease 
with which single crys tals may be grown from ma
te rials normally liquid at 1 bar and room temperature 
and current interest in the structure of such crys tals. 

3.1. Ice 

Bridgman [23, 24] has shown that six forms of ice 
are form ed under pressure. Of these six forms only 
two, ice VI and ice VJI, are formed from water at or 
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abo v room temperature. Ice VI crys tallizes from 
water at room temperature and approximately 9 kbar 
and ice VII forms at press ures above about 22 kbar 
and 82°C-the VI- VII- L triple point. Both ice VI 
and ice VII can be grown as single crys tals in the dia· 
mond cell, ice VI growing readily but ice VII with 
considerable difficulty. 

3.1.1. Ice VI 

Powder diffraction data for ice VI have bee n reo 
~ porte d by Bertie, Calvert, and Whalley [8] at 90 oK 

and 1 bar and by Kamb and Davis [25] at -50 °C and 
~ 8 kbar. Both reports agree reasonably well on the 
~ powder lines and relative intensities when allowance 

is made for the different conditions of the two meas ure · 
ments. From s ingle crystal studies here a prelim· 
inary re port has bee n given for a unit cell which can 
be used to index the observed powder diffrac tion 
data [26]. 

( Typical precess ion photograp.hs of a single .crys tal 
~ of ice VI are shown in fi gures 3- 7, with fi gures 3,4, 

and 5 being mad e with steel plates on the cylinders 
and figures 6 and 7 with beryllium plates. A typi cal 
orientation photograph us in g unfilte red Ag radiation 
with a fluorescent screen is shown in fi gure 3. The 
exposure time is 1/2-hr with 11 = 10°. The inte nse 
s treaks and loops are contributed by the diamonds, 
the diffraction rings by the me tal gas ket, and the nar· 
row streaks by ice VI. A zero le vel photograph usin g 
Pd filtered Ag radiation is shown in figure 4. This 
is a 72 hr exposure with fL = 16° and a layer level screen 
11.5 mm in diame ter at a spacing of 40 mm. It is 
apparent that the filter and the layer level screen 
eliminate most of the diamond interfere nce. It will 
be observed that diffrac tion spots in the 4th quadrant 
of thi s photogra ph are weaker than those in the 2d 
quadrant as a result of shadowing by the in strume nt 
itself. This occurred because of the angular correc-

, tion required to orient the crys tallographic pl ane. 
The first level spots are diffracted at higher angles 
than those on the zero level and the s hadowing by th e 
instrument makes it much more difficult to photograph 
these levels as shown by figure 5. This is the 1st 
level corresponding to figure "4 and is a 72 hr exposure 
with 11 = 10°. There are several rows of diffraction 
spots in this photograph concentrated principally 
in the 2d quadrant. The third quadrant which was 
slightly shadowed in the zero level photograph is now 
completely empty of diffraction spots. The shadowing 
restricts both the diffraction angle and the precession 
angle and for thi s reason it was decided to replace 

> the s teel plates, B, of figure 1 with beryllium plates. 
The effects of the s ubstitution may be ascertain ed 
by comparing figures 4 and 5 with fi gures 6 and 7 which 
made use of the beryllium plates . The latter two 
photographs are 48 hI' ex posures with 11 = 22° and 11 

') = 10° respectively. A higher background is noted 
in the latter two photographs presumably arising from 
incoherent scattering by the approximately 1h in. 
of polycrystalline Be traversed by the x-ray beam. 

FIGURE 3. Typical orientation photograph (unfiltered Ag radiation 
using fluorescent screen; JI. = 10°; 1/2 hr exposure. 

FI GURE 4. Ice Vl- hkO photograph with steel plates (Pd filtered 
Ag radiation; JI. = 16°; 72 Itr exposure). 

However, no appreciable s hadowing is apparent on 
either photograph . With the beryllium plates s hadow· 
ing becomes important on the 2d level of thi s crystal 
but even on this level several reflections were obtained 
whereas none were obtained with the s teel plates. It 
is of interest to note the threefold dia mond axis in 
figure 6. 

Final answers on the unit cell and sy mme try for 
ice VI have not bee n obtained to date. The unit ce ll 
dimensions at room o te mperature and approximately 
9 kbar are a = 8. 38 A, b= 6.17 A, c = 8.71 A with un
certainties of 0.05 A in all cases. It is assumed 
that these axes are orthogonal. From the hkO film s 
sys te mati c absences are hkO , h = 2n + 1, and k=2n+ 1. 
From hk1, sys te matic absences are h + [= 2n+1. 
From upper level photograph s and upper le vel loops 
seen on zero level photogra phs it a ppears that a is 
a true twofold axis but b is not. To give an unequivo
cal s pace group requires more facility of orienting 
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FIGURE 5. Ice VI- hkl photograph with steel plates (Pd filtered 
Ag radiation; "jL= JO o; 72 hr exposure). 

FIGURE 6. Ice VI- hkO photograph using beryllium plates (Pd 
filtered Ag radiation; "jL = 22°; 48 hr exposure). 

the c rys tal and less difficulty with shadow produced 
by the cell. A new camera now under construction 
is expected to facilitate solution of this problem. 

3.1.2. Ice VII 

Bertie, Calvert, and Whalley [8] and Kamb and 
Davis [25] have re ported powder diffraction data for 
ice VII. The former authors worked at 90 oK and 
1 bar and the latter at -50 °C and 25 kbar. Bertie , 

FIGURE 7. Ice VI - hkl photograph using beryllium plates (Pd 
filtered Ag radiation; ji= JOo ; 48 hr exposure). 

Calvert, and Whalley reported more reflections 
than Kamb and Davis , but noted that their strong 
reflections could be indexed in the cubic system. 
Kamb and Davis concluded that all their reflections 
were consistent with a body-centered cubic cell with 
a=3.30 A, and they have proposed this structure 
for ice VII. Single crystal studies of ice VII in this 
laboratory arrived at identical conclusions at about 
th e same time. 

Single crystals of ice VII were grown in the diamond 
cell at approximately 90 °C and 25 kbar. The crystal 
grew as an anhedral spherical globule and was cooled 
to room temperature for study. It was found that very 1 

slow cooling was essential to prevent fracturing the 
crystal. Three different orientations of ice VII have 
been studied showing reciprocal lattice, planes per- 1 
pendicular to the [l00] and the [111] axes, and a plane 
containing the [1l0] and [121] axes. This latter plane 
was derived from the orientation perpendicular to the 
[Ill] axis by angular corrections consistent with the 
body-centered cell proposed by Kamb and Davis [25]. 
There are few reflections observed and the intensities 
decrease very rapidly with increasing order as noted by 
Kamb and Davis [25]. No weak reflections indicative 
of lower symmetry or superlattice have been observed, 
although it should be noted that the small dimensions of 
the unit cell precluded upper level photographs. From 
the present data, it is oconcluded that the cell is cubic 
with a=3.40±0.05 A. Systematic absences h+k 
+ 1= 2n + 1 indicate a body-centered cell. 

Bridgman [27] observed that water at 25°C under
goes a change in volume of 0.359 cm3/g between 1 
bar and 25 kbar. Therefore, the measured density 
of ice VII at 25 kbar and 25°C is 1.56 gJcm3• From 
the dimensions of the unit cell obtained here contain-
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ing two molec ules of water th e cal c ul a ted de nsity 
is 1.51 g/cm3 • The si ngle c rys tal data , th e refore, 
corroborate the body-ce ntered cubic s tru c ture pro
posed for ice VII by Kamb and Davi s [25]. 

4. Conclusions 

The present studies have shown that uccessfu l 
single-crystal x-ray diffrac tion work 'at hi gh press ures 
is possible to pressures of at leas t 30 kbar. Success
ful s tructure analyses and space group de te rmin a tions 
require more data and greater precis ion and facility 
of operation than the present precess io n ca me ra can 

" provid e . A new goniometer head providing all th e 
usual angular and translational motion s and des igned 
to support the weight of th e diam ond cell is bein g 
co ns tructed. In addition , a new diamo nd cell co n
structed e ntirely of hi gh purit y beryllium me ta] is 
being fabricated. 

Note add ed in proof: In relation to the structure of ice 
VI (see section 3.1.1) Kamb has recen tly published 
(Nature 150 205, (1965», x- ray diffraction data on ice 
VI obtai ned at 1 bar and - 175 °C. He co ncluded that 
the cell 'tas tetragonal with dimension a = 6.27 A a nd 

) c=5.79 A. This ce ll differs from the preliminary cell 
presented here alt hough th e two cells are rela ted. 
However , there is s uffi cient differe nce that th ~ cell 
proposed by Kamb cannot index both the 3.4 A and 
3.6 A lines reported in the powder patte rn by Berti e, 
Calvert, and Whalley [8] which the present cell can do. 
We have recently obtained an improved cell a nd ori e nt-

(Paper 69C4-208) 

) 
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ing device. T he final answer to the cell of ice VI under 
equilibrium conditions has not been obtained, but, by 
reorienting about our b axis we have obtained a zero 
le vel pattern whi ch shows a four-fold axis of 3.11 A 
which is com"Patible within the limits of error with 
Kamb's 6.27 A (2 X 3.11 A = 6.22 A) . Further studies 
are in progress . 
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